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Welcome back to another episode of the leading saints. Podcast if you've enjoyed content on this

podcast. It's important that i tell you about the leading saints newsletter that we send out every week

this newsletter keeps you up today and all the current leading saints content releases including podcasts

articles online events and even live events. That might be happening in your own area in this newsletter.

We also recommend some past episodes and written articles that you don't want to miss each week. We

include additional leadership perspectives and thoughts. That you can only find in the weekly newsletter.

So you definitely don't wanna miss out to subscribe to the weekly newsletter simply text. The word lead

to four seven four seven four seven or visit leading saints dot org slash. Subscribe again text. The word l.

e. a. d. two four seven four seven. Four seven or visit saints dot org slash subscribe. So you don't miss

any future leading saints content. The following episode is a throwback episode was published previously

and was extremely popular to see the details of win. This was originally published. See the show. Notes

enjoy the throwback episode like probably just mentioned. This is a rebroadcast interview with. Dustin

peterson where he talks about discovering and using our god given talents and i wanted to mention that

he's actually turned the content of this interview and other interviews. He's done into a really good

book. Called talented discovering in using your god given talents to find more joy in life and it just came

out in june of twenty twenty one. And you gotta go check it out. So maybe i listen to this episode. See if

these principles resonate with you. I think they will because this was a really popular interview in

originally released it and they go to amazon or any place. You get books and check out talented

discovering in using your god given talents to find more joy in life by dustin peterson. So here is my

interview. With destined peterson give came as a result of position of leadership which was imposed

upon us by god of heaven who brought four restoration of the gospel of jesus christ when the

declaration was made concerning the only true and living search on the face of her we were immediately

put in a position of loneliness loneliness of leadership from which we cannot straight nor runaway. And

which we must face up with loveless courage and ability now destined. How are you greg. Kurt how are



you sir very good. I'm glad we we arrange us. We've been in contact for over seven years or this moment

to write this early on when when leading. Lds was just a little a little ad. We talked about collaborating

on some some items and for whatever reason it didn't happen until now so doesn't what do we need to

know about you. What's your background and away on the leading. Ill this webinar today. Yeah well great

to be here with everybody. Glad to be here. It's it's a rainy day here in houston texas and

uncharacteristically cold sixty degrees editing which is almost unbearable for houston so i m leadership

consulted dirani leadership consulting group called proof leadership group we training in the social

sector. We work with organizations out and develop their culture and to make it amazing place where

people can work can do great work a lot of the concepts that we teach would be very very familiar to lds

folks because principles are eternal in. So i do a lot of that. I'm also written a book about how to figure

out what to do with your life on reset how to get paid. Love what you do and so do. Coaching on the side

dish. People read the book. And say hey i need some help and so i do a lot of that but i spend most of my

time. Yeah wow and what's the typical scenario sees. Who's the typical person that comes to you with

sars leadership or even career coaching. Yeah kind of two. Different groups of people in leadership saw

because i were mostly in the social sector. Get a c. Suite people or leaders of organizations who've come

to me and say one of two things at our dust in our organization is the dysfunctional mess. Help or

doesn't we don't want our organization to become a dysfunctional mess. Hell and so. I helped him get an

intentional. About developing their organization their culture their leaders and managers providing

training on the career side actually Demographic study on that. I get you know choosing people between

the ages about thirty and forty five usually people make good incomes and are educated and yet they

are stuck.

00:05:01 - 00:10:01

They've been become trapped by the golden handcuffs. They feel like they can't love their work and get

paid to do that. Like those two things can coexist and so they come to me personally. Help and that's a

lot of my time. Coaching pokes awesome and who you're currently serving in a stake presidency right.

Maybe tells a little bit about your church background and leadership there. Sure so yes. I am been in the

stake presidency. The second counselor for about four years. Now and i've almost begun to figure out

what it is. I'm supposed to be doing incidents good before that. I was on high council for six months and

before that i was a seminary teacher early morning seminary teacher in fact when i was called into the

stake presidency kind of a quick money story. Gatling when i was calling the presidency they came like

stake president in general and they said so president. Who do you want to college. Your counselor said. I

know exactly what i want on. This man is my first counselor and he said oh yeah. This guy is great. He's

going to provide a ton of experience. He's been bishop twice. He's he's really going to give a lot of

valujet's really great choice. And how about your second gallon say said like peterson. They pause Yeah

peterson i don't know if he's really give you much president. What what what are you hoping to get. And

he's i know he could probably do something like okay. Yeah but well. let's see you know. Let's see qualify

him so they told me that story when they called me. And i'm like man. I feel pumps. Super excited

underdog. I this guy's not going to give you my. It was such a low bar. That if i do anything even good

been like. Wow that guys tremendous so. I've been living up to that low bar and destroying to exceed it

ever since nice. That's awesome. well. I bet so was there was pure inspiration from your state president

or did he was her certain traits or talents that the i think it was pure inspiration. I mean truth be told. I



can't remember that moment when we were all sitting in the high council room waiting too far turn to

be interviewed. And because i was on the high council i happened to be in that room and i was sitting

there reading my scriptures. I remember looking in heat. I made eye contact for just a brief rumor. He

told me later that that was that moment where he felt. Like you know what. I think that guy can give

something eitan his daughter in seminary. So you'd see my seminary classes and you know again. He saw

something. Maybe fell something that i didn't know but still trying to rise to that good after four years.

They haven't fired. Yeah so that's what i keep saying. Nice nice well. how would you introduce What's the

best way to introduce the topic that will discuss today in in. What we're we're gonna learn so this this is

what i have kind of build my whole life arm. We're gonna talk about talent today. And i think it's such an

important topic for a number of reasons number one people don't feel like they have them number two

if they do have them. They don't know how to identify them and number three. I think this is the

greatest way i mean. This is like the ultimate gift at a leader could give to anybody in their organization.

Anybody in their auxiliary if i can teach a primary kid at a very young age had to begin to identify their

talents. I can teach us how to identify those talents. Talents beat home. A lens through which. I can

approach my future work by family my calling and everything else in life and so i just think this is such a

fundamental topic. I've kind of gone all in on my career and checked my wife. Kurt wants being give a

webinar wished. I talk about. And i gave her a couple of years. She's like those sound lame. And i said

what about talent. That's good talk about punk. It all right so. She gave me the endorsement. And i know

talents. It's it's a tough one because as the various interviews i do. A lot of people are will say things like

you know. Leadership play to their strengths or more. Each leader needs to be themselves leading. He

shouldn't just be like the last guy or gal right. And and that's great and i think that's good advice but a lot

of people will just come and we'll say well. I don't really have any talents. just I'm just doing the best. I

can show up on sundays but to me is more of a process of identifying what our towns are so that we can

magnify those totally therefore right you gotta identify him. Put them to use brand talk a little bit about

today. What happens when you do that when you start to put into use and hopefully my goal my

outcome is that you walk away. If you're on this webinar today listening issue. Walk away with some

clarity about what might be at least one of your god given talents that you can start more intentionally

putting to us. We're going to revisit that high bar. Where do we begin. So me flash to some slides. I'm

going to bring up some slides for those of you. That have access enable the kind of and wanna take it

through some of this content. Say should be able to see that little guy up on the screen. They're hurt. I

chose this site very intentionally so i. My daughter invited me to come speak at her six grade class career

day and and so that was super fun. I got the comfort creating speak.

00:10:01 - 00:15:04

And i stood in front of this group of sixth graders in when i thought one teach them on talents winter.

Them and i said in one is talent. Zippy noted talented. You know every kid never raised their hand with

an answer. They all have like such clarity about this in one of them said something that just resonates

with me. He said it's a superpower. I thought yeah is a superpower. That's exactly what it is. And so that's

what. I chose to start the webinar with today's visual. When you think about towns think about things

that make you super unique or superpowers there. Things in the indu- that other people can't do in quite

the same way. And then make you feel powerful when you use them. You feel like this kid flicks in his

muscles and so anyways. I chose to side but don't want to start by telling two quick stories kind of lead



us into this is that okay. Yeah please so. The first one is when i was twenty four years old so i graduated

from. Byu idaho and i went out and did with society prescribed what you go do which is get a job and

become a breadwinner so we did that and very quickly fell myself kind of dreading. Were it was a job.

That was totally incongruent with me to the point that i just actually kinda fell into a depression. Dispel

really tired all the time and joking with an audience. Yesterday i spoke to. I had time to do so. I knew

exactly how long i needed to to shower and gets a word but didn't have to be awake Roll out of bed at

seven. Fifty two shower car. Eight o'clock boom gun with a biscuit. Hand could be cured by thirty. I just

hated it. And it was a very soul-sucking some of you may have experienced that in work subhuman. Fill

that when you're calling. And i felt that very same way at that time i can figure it out. Thank gosh why is

it. So painful law is worked so hard for me. Why is it that. I feel so sluggish in drain on the time in the

course of that by stumbled onto scriptures that have shaped my entire career. This said beyond my pad

the day. And here's the first one. I've kind of folded the part. That was most important ingredient.

Second defense and i come across these words. Men are a might have joy inside. Yeah men are. They

might have joined not that they might have joy from the hours of five pm to ten pm or they may have joy

on saturday and sunday. Just be drained every other day of the week but it's men are they may have joy

by all the time like why not. Why should i not love what i do every day. Feel happy doing that. So that

was a big revelation to me. If i'm feeling miserable my work. There's gotta be something i can do about

that. I came across in that same day of scripture. Study from referencing joy. Wind cross-referenced biz

lot of texts. But i've tried to bold the most important stuff you probably recognize. Strike her absolutely

terrible. The talents i read this parable in a couple things out to me number one. Every man has talents

according to several ability every man. So if you're on this call today man or woman and you say gosh. I

don't have any talents. it's right near you. do you have them number two. You can gain more talents.

There is one of these. One of these servants went and gained more talents. Five more than three talents

led to the joy of the lord. When i used my talented led me to joy number four. Were afraid we have a

tendency to hide our talents in bury them in their urge and again. Maybe they're the end. Everyone that

hasn't been used them gets more in those that we don't have berry taken away. That's a little scary

punitive but the idea is there right men are they might have joy these things oronte the i thought. Wow i

must have calendar dame Joy and i must be right now burying ignoring the second story. I'll tell them

that we can pause happened in and others corm and this is not an actual photo of that corn spite of the

fact that that guy. There has my same haircut excess. That was google you ever google image elders corn.

There's not a whole lot out there so we need more pictures of elders. True ehlers corn. My good friend.

Bryce was teaching owners day and he stood up at the front of the room instead. The lesson today is on

talent and curved. Look at this point. I've been spending my life exploring town for about five years. And

he said. I want to start off with a question who here feels like. They had talents. Somebody hands went

up by one. Nobody else raised their hand and so he called on one guy he said. What's your talent. mike.

And mike said mitalent is. I'm the most humble person i know. And you know joan out of the chuckle

obligatory everyone starts laughing and then the seriously though gas gunar feels like their talents. We

all sat there and it was awkward and it was quiet and it went on for about three minutes silence than the

said anybody. Anybody have one johnny avenue Bridge can shrug their shoulders.

00:15:04 - 00:20:13



Finally one guy raises hands like john Photographer gas yeah giants. Actually i've seen mike's pretty good

writing. Bikes yeah my credit bikes. And that was it in the lesson on and we went onto the export town

as his lesson goes on. I'm sitting there with my reflection. My little notebook confront me thinking what

in the world is happening sitting at a room of twenty five men twenty five guys who go to work every day

twenty five people who god we know from the scriptures gave talents to and not one of them can then

define a talents upland that it shouldn't be that way we all have these. Why do none of them. None of us

know what they are in. So that's kind of what that'd be my setup. That's what brought me to the

conversation today. I wanna help people figure this out on address my life doing any contrast with your

story with your sixth grade class. Where almost every handle not bright. There's something that dis

inside of us. As we age we know that not only that we don't have talents but sometimes we're just afraid

to share them right. What interesting concept. Distant jackson juxtaposition. This is that the right word

so sixth grade class. And i say he originally talents and they all raise their hand i say. What are your

talents in. These sixth graders twenty two twenty member just rattling these things off. Abc's forget it kid

ball a fascist kid in the class the one random checks sicom really good at shooting step down skyline a

rifle on rollerblades or like lots of weird. Everyone of those kids has talent right. Yeah i go to a group of

seniors in high school not two weeks later in. I stayed in front of them when i say raging if you have a

talent. Nobody's handled up. So i teach them how to identify their talents. And i say okay Discovered

talent all our hands. Go out on a radio hampshire willing to share it with everybody. Every angle is now

then you in a group of my condolences. They were even having talent and nobody even wants to own it.

It's yeah something guys in it. Something something happens it makes us. I don't know what it is numb

to counts. And so what we what we learned from that as far as i mean is it. What was the problem is

with us. Is it a personal property society. Or what question kurt. That's hey by the way this town of yours

right asking the right question at the right time. That's why you do this. That's why you're good at it.

Here's is broken. There's three things that. I've found my coaching with people for the past in my

teaching and training people in the past decade that our mindsets get away talent. So here's the first

one. It's the deficit perspective. The deficit perspective is very simply. We are kind of trained and

socialized especially as we go on in life to figure out what's broken and fix it. If you think about

employment last time you got an evaluation. What did you do while you probably skipped right past the

steffi. Do well to get to that last. Page identify all your weaknesses. And then you've probably got really

hung up on those weaknesses. i really. There's not a weakness. I wanted to debate. That is that really.

Why because we wanna fix it. We want to become really well rounded in so that deficit perspective gets

in the way of us being able to look at. What's good about us to focused on. What's not so. We can

become really well rounded. The irony is the world doesn't want well rounded people worldwide.

Specialists growth wanted people. That are good stuff right and yet. This deficit perspective really gets in

the way we're told to fix what's broken and this is. This is such a concept is so important in especially in

the leadership context that i know as a leader even when when we are trying to lead people. We look at

the deficit. Right when we're calling somebody and you know this process calling someone. It'd be a

bishop. It's we wanna make a mistake and so we focused on people's deficits why they couldn't serve

when work in becomes very difficult to take a chance on people who is having talents as we. We step

back thinking. Oh there's somebody else you know my deficit so big that somebody else can do this or

i'm not prepared enough to do this. But this is a shift in the paradigm that needs to happen. This one

also manifest In speaking and teaching. I've got to keep myself in check in the stake presidency. That

every talk. I give it. State conference is beaten up the members for a deficit. And saying we're not doing

this. We're not doing that. You know where this seems to start to happen is with the youth hammer. We



don't do this like you're using your awesome. Little kids like he s. You're so talented. And then they get

your drawing it even maybe a little average right right have been those kids get to the youth that we say.

Gotta turn up those phones. You gotta stop a waste so much time you gotta stop. It is important super

important for sure but it. That's all we ever do is help them fix their weaknesses in deficits than ever

highlight. What's great so that said powerful doesn't mind says here's a second mindset caught a scarcity

belief concentrated god had a certain number of towns to give out and so he told them out to like a few

people.

00:20:14 - 00:25:01

There are a couple of at hung backing out of one or two and the rest of us got left behind right and so we

show up on the earth and were like band. How did i miss getting a sandwich existence. Everybody was

lining up for talents. We feel like there's like counter scarce in hard dude to find. If i can readily identify

must not have won his so. We believe that there's not very many to going around. Sean enough talent

going around. The reality is why. Why would that be like a god who is an eternal totally kind omniscient.

God why would he only give out just a few talents to people. It's just not that way we learn a doctor

covenant substantial of gifts given every man woman in did they can be amplified and you can gain even

more. This was a dangerous believe. There's just a few talented people. The rest of us are doomed. Just

develop our skills and unrevealed touch on this here going forward but it's interesting just in this.

Generally speaking with leading in many vessels have developed it and built a many individuals. Get the

impression that you're ordination removes the need of talent more removes the need of developing

talent right because i think of us example many times we look elder bed nar. What a remarkable leader

and he can answer any question on the fly. I mean he said that during confident in confidence and says a

state leadership meetings says ask me any question and home run every time right and we just think

wow. This man has been ordained as apostle that's apostles can. Do we totally discount the fact that this

man spends thirty plus years getting doctor degree in organizational behavior and writing textbooks and

research about this right now sometimes i feel like with the scarcity belief. We think yeah. I'm just not

that dat person. I can't do what he just did. But if you study if you work if you look at the knowledge try

to acquire it that talent can be developed in you which with that talent comes confidence but it was. I

don't know that. I mean you nailed it all but no no when i think scarcity elif to you totally nailed a. It's my

belief at a young age at some point identified a natural aptitude for acquiring and retaining knowledge

conveying information in a meaningful way connecting with an audience having poise. I mean these are

all talents right and unified that and win all in on it. And now we see the end product and we're like wow

ordained apostle that's what happens. When you're an apostle the reality is. I have to believe that. He

identified at a young age explicitly or implicitly. His talents developed nasa true. There's enough to go

round. Let me let me share this last one. Create a little bit of a roughly here throughout the us. People

see this humidity complex world. Now this one's going to be dangerous. But i'm going to go there for a

second. We society yes. We are prideful people. But we also have this. We overvalue humility when it

comes to count. Let me tell you what i mean. Think of the last time somebody came to you and

applauded for something they come up to you and said kurt. That was the most amazing women are. i've

ever seen you are so gifted at leading facilitating questions. I didn't start to feel when that person is kind

of lauding. Praise on how you feel a g. dustin. It wasn't that bad because not good. You know i added i.

Could've there was a few mistakes in the attic. Coughing fit at one moment. We do this. Awesome thing



where it's like. no. I'm not not really that good. Honestly it's the it's the message is bad. It's the scriptures

did it. It's the and you know there's something to be said for that. I can appreciate that humility. At a

certain point. We talk ourselves counts. You do that enough. People come on and say hey. You're really

good at that thing in you say i know it's not a good day. The weather is good. it's the summary when

oxen. Then you're gonna talk yourself from your talents you're going to you're going to actually use.

Humility is a tool the talk yourself. Ataman said it's not a meeting again. This one's a little dangerous. I

know i'm kind plan on the edge because humility is super powerful. And we've got a recognize. Those

talents come from god. He gave them to us to magnify museum. I'm not saying we need to be like that

was a good weather in our one. How is awesome. I was on point. But i am saying that at some point

better except that praise listened to it and sat. Wonder if there's something in there. There's a clue about

what i do very best yet because it is that you don't want to just take it and be like yeah. I'm pretty

webinars into i'm not. I'm not going to try to improve at all. I think i've got this down pretty well right

now.

00:25:01 - 00:30:00

Remember individuals when i was in a stake presidency. You know maybe after a state conference dot

community in saying thank you for that and we're trying to be very intentional just saying thank you. I

appreciate your kind words. The nosing even inside. I'm just like i don't know it wasn't that good. Come

on you know. I sort of pushed that back. But i think there's power and and then stepping back and saying

okay. Like what else can i develop here. I think i'm onto something. There's a talent here how could

develop it further. That's the secret so if you're on the webinar today you need to write down. Would

courage said that's the best answer. I've found people last year there. Actually what should i say. Thank

you thank you for telling me that i really appreciate that. And then you go and you write down that clue

and you say how. Maybe i do have a knack for delivering a message in new figure out how to develop

arrest on that. You do something with that. That's the talents. Says you gotta you gotta grow and as we

go through this as people who are watching. Obviously this is live in this interactive. So if you have a

question or thought experience put in the comments section in facebook or in the comments section in

the chat box in zoom and will reflect on these as we go so we can have fun tag between. Yes good spot

for questions. Arnie happy to take any of now. We're just gonna press on. Just press on press on and i'll

on the questions good so if you follow it along the next question your mind should be okay. Does not get

it now. How to identify him. How do i figure out my talent. So i want to spend a little bit of time. Talking

back through howdy identified talented. These things are getting in our way. Will i wanna get clear out.

About what a talent is kirk lama. Three per second since you're dealing them. I've got that i can actually

pass. You can take it. What does it talent. Tell me you know these. These young kids identifies

superpower. How would you define it or that. That saw the being a superpower in town. I think is take a

moment to think about this specific skill or trait that it comes natural but also has much potential good a

again if you're on the call right down that's a super great definition at talent right something the most

important news as natural. Yeah so wanted differentiated this for a second. There's a difference between

skills and talents skills are transferable. I can teach you how to do something. I can teach how to run a

webinar and you can learn the skills and master the skills in your calling. there are skills. That's why we

go to teacher development training teaching a skill that can be taught and so because of that we have

manuals we have program we have skilled develop their skills learning skills and powerful thing should



always be a part of your leadership. Development counts are natural because their natural energizes

causes to feel fluid in powerful happy and satisfied and cowan release good feelings because they're so

natural part of who we are. We don't have to really work super hard to do them. Their inmates to callans

can be developed. So by take my talents and learn skills around callan's and add knowledge to my allen's

i can grow them to become a really strong strength for me but i want to clarify the distinction. Their skills

can be time in our transferable t. Ride a bike echinacea. Jared cook can each teach calendar natural in a

to us by the way a great paradox. talent is because it's natural. It's super hard to figure it out because it's

so much a part of who we are. We use it every day and we don't even realize it we don't think about it. I

wouldn't guess hurt if i gathered. Twenty people who know you own a room and said what is kirk. Do

naturally well. What's his gift. Or what does he do well. I bet they would come up with same games. I've

been they come up with the same greeted by things fast you. What are your talents. If you're like

everybody else. Refreeze apple related One thing i was there is it had this experience many time in my

life where you know. I'm very right brained creative. Mind approach things differently. I think an may

more approach analytical simon's more creatively and but there are often Whether it's a meeting

whether it's a calling. And i say something to me. I feel stupid saying because it's like now i know

everybody's saying this. Of course. Of course. This is obvious right. They look at me like oh. That's a great

idea. And you're like wait. Didn't think of that right or you guys didn't think to do that. Or this is really

hard right and it sort of tough moment because you don't wanna come across his goal in i've so much

better this to me is like this. This light bulb goes off the thinking. I think i've been knack here.

00:30:01 - 00:35:06

developed further. That is a predictor of talent. That's a sign of right. When i have a sign of town. It's

instinctual again because it's so natural. I oftentimes don't recognize it but again the most important

where there is this natural clue releases energy eating. When i do it. I feel good. I feel more energized.

Walkaway happier having done it. Before i started were skills can sometimes really actually drain us. In

fact one thing. I teach folks how the time is know. Strength is something that makes you feel strong. A

weakness is something that makes you feel weak. We miss his not necessarily something. You're bad it's

something that makes you feel weak. So i coach a lot of people in a really good at their weaknesses. They

do they do a lot of skills that make them feel week at work in the economy is saying everyone's praising

me promoting me awarding an s. I can't stand it. I hate doing that thing. And that's because it'd become

great at skill or At a weakness eventually council make us feel that way. A betty says here I really liked the

energy slash natural description even though you need skills to do everything what you do naturally and

are energized as a talent yes feel good and happy in love that that caveat to that definition as well

because in a calling you could step back and ask yourself window. I enjoy the most many times as bishop

where certain things i just hated. You know the the audit process get the nodded night. Well it's a

necessary evil. Let's get it down. But i wasn't like oh boy it's another audit let's get out the spreadsheets

and see what we can learn here right to really step back at your calling. If you're really struggling in it

step back and say what do i like about. It really works for me in energizes me in that moment in. There's

a clue their news. You nailed it. That's how you figure this out so if you're sitting there on this call today

saying how do i find. These things is gave you a clue. It's all about energy to look at your calling it. Saying

what are the moments in my calling. When i'm at my best when i feel most energize where i feel

unsatisfied. What is it undoing for. Somebody out there. They are loving the audit. I don't know who they



are. But i love that person and And for others of they're not it's navy like talking to the use. Planning an

event organizing activity showing gratitude. It could be any other thing energy clue. You know nothing at

a state here that the death of just came to mind is many times obviously in the church. We have

opportunity to move around in different chairs right. It would have different colleagues and it's easy.

Sometimes you know. Think if i was the primary president. So i would do that completely different right

dinner. She's missing she's missing the point right. It's important step back and say well. Maybe there's

an energy your passion that she feels in a different area. Yeah the causes. Maybe the primary subpar. But

there's some other areas that are really excelling and that's the beauty of rotating these callings as the

next time the next primary present. Maybe she is just energized by the primary program concept of that

calling and it looks like this. You know las vegas production of Lights tackler fireworks. Or unless i think

it's i think it is helpful to have that perspective stepping back and saying will. Yeah they do differently

than i do. And and i think they're missing things but maybe they feel energy in different parts of that

calling. The i just wouldn't i mean doesn't that make sense. God knows his people well. He calls people

to colleagues through his servants. He knows what their talents are knows that if they serve using their

talents. It'll get that program where needs to go. It may look different than you would do it. And it should

in fact. That's a great point. I wanna come back in a moment. Which is we should be using our talents

and we should be doing our callings in a different way. You gather all the second council at stake

presidency in a room together throughout the whole. Us or even the world guarantee we're all doing a

different way. I mean we should be. We shouldn't just be doing cookie-cutter right. Yeah loved let me

share one other thing. Which i think is about how to figure out your talent. This was huge for me. This

came about two thousand seven about four years into my donated. Fear on my talents. I came across

this concept in. Remember if i if i stumbled on it or how. I figure this out but i realized talents. Actually

come in three varieties in the biggest challenge. Identifying counties. were only giving respect to one of

those three varieties. The first one we think counts for only thinking of doing talents. And we figure if. I

don't have any of those. I must not be counted so give give me some examples of some classic doing

talents. If you're standing in front of a group of you say towns what types of things are they gonna say.

Doing towns like sports maybe good athletics or any like speaking public. Speaking is probably one game

writing music shooting. These are what you call doing balance their observable you can see them having

challenges most of us world saying those.

00:35:06 - 00:40:02

I'm not playing in the nba. I'm not an excellent musician. So i must not be talented. There are actually

two other kinds of talents. The first kind is called thinking talents. Thinking downs are occurred on those.

You know i just did just recorded an episode for the podcast. I'm excited released about introverts in the

church and the research on introverts is interesting. I consider myself. I'm definitely leaned more

introverted than ever. But the thinking that the stuff that goes on behind the scenes in their head is i

mean. There's some talent aaron and oftentimes there's the sigma the introvert being like. They're not

the leader near they're shy or whatever but the process is happening in their mind is they is remarkable

and there's a lot of talent there outside tons of talented could be. That person is able to think

strategically one step ahead. Maybe they're super good at inputting information in their mind and

retaining nana's drawing on it when they need to like bedar really good at problem. Solving analysis

mental card catalog. Maybe there's quick fingers maybe there. I the attic meaning. They have like lots of



ideas bouncing. That's word by the way thinking. Talents are all about the way that my mind processes

information identified one earlier creativity. The ability is sit in a meeting in the gaps. Name those as a

talent. The third kind is called feeling balance feeling calendar by the way we connect couldn't be super

or maybe i can walk into the room and since the mood without anybody sending thing or maybe i have

natural positivity and enthusiasm and i talk about a topic. I didn't get people really energized about that.

As you have a strong intuition for people or that. I can sense things like that spiritual perception that you

can just perceive things in your heart. Here's are some examples of each of these. these are just a few. I

mean there are probably hundreds of each of these different kinds but we can see the doing talents. Are

the kind that help us. Arrange organized develop indicate right convey feeling all about the way we relate

with people connect with people so few started identify. Your talent started by diversifying perspective.

Here you may be super strong in feeling talents. And maybe you don't haven't done doing talents but

maybe your your place in the world is i am connected with people. I do that better than almost anybody

in any calling. And i will build connection. Yeah i'd love this this concept of feeling towns. It's something

i've never thought of before but did show. What am i big limitations. Remember when i was in the state

brennan see the second counselor who we were literally like two months apart in age. Very similar

backgrounds. I would watch him. You know and you know this weird dynamic of being a secrecy. He

started his gotomeeting zia. Sit up there and they treat you like you're royalty. President peterson is

Meeting and i'm just holding down this bench really And so but it's different. From when i was a bishop

where you feel like you're involved in people's lives people come to you in the state president. You're just

sort of floating in likes sander but this other counselor. He would go to any ward in the steak and after

the after the meeting hugo down he he talked with people and interact people like they were old friends

and they feel like they're old friends and i'm just like i can barely remember these people's names of the

five thousand plus people in our stake in any state he would go he would just have people say you know.

How's your daughter doing mike. I don't even know they have a daughter. Like how do you know so to

me. It was it was absolutely a talented constantly. Striving to work on as having that talent connection

among so many as a leader was difficult. That's a great point so we pause here and say let's just say for a

second that you don't have talent in an area. Does that. Excuse you from developing and you say well.

I'm just not feeling persons. I'm just gonna leave this ward as a thinker. unfortunately it doesn't work that

way and unfortunately got expects us to develop talent in all three areas. He expects us to do stuff. We

know that that's what the gospel is all about. Connect with people relate with people. Maybe we need to

develop skill in there that we just don't have. Maybe it's always gonna be kinda hard for us. But that's an

expectation so we don't just get the lean on our talents. Say we're just going to be an analytical war with

creative ideas the processes information and i'm just gonna hang its doctrine from the pulpit all the time

and i'm not going to connect with people that's just not who i am. We don't do that. Yeah i saw it going. I

wanna flash tunnel text up on the screen. So prepare yourselves folks. This is the puck. Love her a no in

presenting. But i just had to do it era. Some examples of talent sitter super easy to identify in. Why is

that because they're visible. See people doing prison.

00:40:02 - 00:45:00

Bakes or cooks rights or public speaks teaches back and they're super good bad. But here's a list of towns

that are just as legitimate if not harder to notice a peacemaker being positive having self controller

disciplined more so than other people here getting tasks done person. And you're better than most



people. If you're analyzing and sorting data respect thrifty may be really good at seeing the good in

others in a individualizing things to other people. You can stand up that lesson an individualized every

person in that room. That's a feeling dallas into thinking down and it's not something everybody does

that you need so you should figure it out and do more of it. Yeah i'm looking all these words. I love the

diversity of the talents. That i'm seeing right. I'm not shred articulate the saab here i go anyways you

know. I'm just thinking of of that relief. Society president who has called in says. Gee bishop i. I'm not like

sister sewn. So she's got all these talents way. She she commands the room in loves people right and so i

think there's this sort of this list of as we go into leadership calling. There's this list of ideal talents. That

maybe i'd like to have and maybe i can develop a little bit and then that's usually where we stay

mentally. We're just like well. I'm not. This is gonna be a mask because i don't empathize like bishop

zone. So did teach like that person did right. So it's important to have those there but then to step back

and look at this list and say okay. These are the towns. I do have. So what does this bring to the table.

These town stoned while. I'm still developing these towns. Because i think they're really important. It's

really important for at least ninety president to be able to empathize. I'm not very but i'm going to work

on that. But in the meantime many. I think i could really organize visiting teaching in a way. That would

be game changer. Right like this dichotomy of of realizing that is one thing to say. And i like the the

message that you're given again trying to articulate this. I love this message of saying. You can't just say

well. I don't have any towns because they're not visible talents. But now you can say actually do have

talents. He can't stop there and say okay. How can i match these two. And while still gaining talent that i

need as a leader but leveraging the talent i do have i just love that concept that you're bringing into my

mind here count as to. How is the way i tell people so. I'll show this in a moment of just flashed me talk

about it now. Price seen canada that concentric circles right. Why in the center. The how and the what

comes through a guy named simon sinek and there's lots of uses for that model and why is kind of why

you lied and if you don't know that maybe that's webinar number two as have purposes that he had

wrote in and said what's the purpose of life that's why the how should be how you actually lead in. How

should you leave. You should lead through your talents. So when you're called into as a primary

president. She sits it in a totally different way than the previous primary president. You should leave your

your talents. The what is your calling the what changes every day. My wife changes. I'm leadership

consultant on a career coach. Father on the second counselor in the state prison. The husband brought

to you by churches. There's somebody film because you're what changes all day every day but your

health to be the same when leading family will meaning. I'm using my talents when we're having

conversation the kitchen table. I'm using my talents. You can deploy these Cuts proper concept a mind

blown here. Okay right keep it together. There's questions you stop me. Curt other those that are

listening. I'm monitoring here you know. Betty's asking as far as i wish i could put in the slide out and

they said well you can take a picture of it so we'll get into these new slides available show an as well and

On facebook greg. Good there too so but yes people have questions is put them in there. I'm keeping my

eye on it so we can interject those kalem flash their few last than again. If you're sitting there you're

probably maybe still wondering dustin. I still don't get how to do. How do i figure out. My town's let me

just give you the best way i found to do this. I use this workshops. I use this all. The time is the best way

to do what you do. Is you simply not going to work the exercise right now but you can kinda practices on

your on time. I want you to think about the best you've had in the past six months. But just because ron

leading Colin best that you've had your calling in the past six months. I want you to think about things. I

want to remove. You can't think of a day where you didn't have to do your calling like man. That was the

best. Because i got today off. I didn't have the georgia bishop love. It is the best day ever. Did you think of



a day where you actually did something in your colleague. And as a result of doing you walked away or

drove away without. That was awesome. I feel fulfilled. I felt satisfied.

00:45:00 - 00:50:01

That was exciting. I felt fluid. I love doing that thing. I want you to take some notes about that. Do about

to reflection. What were you doing it. Specific was it with two or four was the audience or who you're

working with and most importantly why was it so meaningful. When i do this in workshops people

gather you know about maybe two paragraphs of information buried in those. Two paragraphs of

information are their talents. Remember talents release energy. So when i think about days. Identify this

early on in the presentation. When i think about days or moments when i'm doing something that makes

me feel energized. Why am i feeling energize. Because our father in heaven and his mercy has hardwired

our bodies in a way that they release endorphins. When we do things that are natural us. So when. I'm

using an innate talent. It's easy on my brain. My brain punts endorphins. It says do more of this. It feels

great. And then you get the holy spirit confirms that thing and says this feels good. Do more of it. That's

why twice you feel good inside because you're serving people in in those things right but god has given

us mechanism. Styles has identified talents and one of the best. I've seen as energy when we feel good

and fluid a natural. It's a clue about some things. Give a gift. Do more of remember counts release.

Motivation in energy feel motivated. It's probably because the talent islami interjected Talents also

include music ability or instruments. An artistic i know. I have these talents but don't dive into the

practice because i feel like i should be focused on family. History my calling my other family deities etc

that feel guilty taking time to practice my artistic abilities. That's an about that. It's a great question of

point doesn't include artistic ability. Absolutely be clear about that. When you're doing a piece of art

talent might not actually be arts or the painting. Talent might be the ability to arrange concepts in a

visual way. They conveys a message. That's emotional that's the talent. Can you do that a that in your

calling. Can you arrange things in a visual way to move people. You could totally. Could you absolutely

could arrange things part of a primary program in a visual way that most people emotionally. that could

be a piece of art. So is it. Yes it is while you said oh but hurts my soul and i relate with so much which is

that i i feel like self serving so i don't go in all anime talents. What i would tell you is that we the world

are missing out as a result were missing out. We're all sitting here saying gosh. I wish i had some

beautiful look at today from you and so there's got to be time. Dedicated talents just has to be family.

History super important and there their talents embedded in that. But we've got to use their talents. We

learned that from the parallel accounts we have to find. It's what god expects us to do that. I got a little

preachy. there. I'm going back off Easy easy closer. Here's a few examples of talents. These are some of

the coun- i discovered back in the day. When i worked his exercise. I only show at to you to give you an

idea of what they might look like good at synthesizing information preparing lessons facilitating in

teaching researching. Things are important to me to need some examples again. These will be in a slide

deck post on sundays. Occurred can post them so you can look at these later but i just wanted to share a

couple close out thoughts getting close on time. Is that right. Yeah and we have hard cutoff. Dren either

on our case let me share a couple of thoughts and then we can do some more questions where he talked

about this one. How do you lean with your talent. Your talent is your how so. Whatever you've identified

your talent be. I want you to look at your calling today and figure out how to do it. I was talking to my

wife yesterday about this. And she said to me a real example. That i said okay. She's i said give me a call



and she said calling us award clerk no longer counselor say prince you now. How are you going to use

those talents word. Cler i said you know. I would probably i spent six months learning my duty Doing well

kind of become big robotic. Make sure doing my job but very quickly i would start to. Maybe synthesize

data about whether it's teaching temple recommends or anything i could i look at the data and try to

synthesize it. I would then come to a bishopric meeting and not just kind of be like the quiet person in

the corner. But i would ask for some time to present what i found the bishop rig so they can use their

keys council and figure out what to do about it. I would just be the guy over there pointing prod them or

put them alarm. Give them ideas not going to take over. I'm not going to overstep my boundaries. But

i'm gonna use my ability to research information synthesize in presented to help them bishopric. Why

because if i don't go crazy also told her about our executive secretary he can very easily is randy mac. He

could very easily just do a good job making appointments the state president. But he doesn't he comes

prepared to share ideas.

00:50:02 - 00:55:06

Councils like a third counselor. He has spoken say conference in Because he's so good at. It is magnifying

his talents. He's not just falling in becoming robotic. So that's our how the other guys share with us this. I

want you to pretend it's your life up that line right. There is equilibrium in life. Most of us go through our

day like this. We wake up in the morning. Go through the morning routine. And then we accidentally do

something spikes our energy we stumble into talent and then we drain it and we do more boring stuff

that we don't have to do but we have to do and then we accidentally do something else we enjoy and

then we drain it even more in that entity starts to deplete in we do something really love but by then it's

too late. We're running a deficit. We end our day oriented our sabbath day chilling drained and tired and

kind of down if talents release energy. That means we can use them to boost our motivation to. What

does that look like. Means you start your day by doing something releases your talent that individual

questions that hey should i be doing my art and going on that. He should start your day with then. You'll

have a lot of energy that you can drain to do stuff. You don't wanna do the audit report and when you

start feeling yourself drag. You should have an appointment with somebody that will boost your energy

drain to do more stuff. You don't wanna have to do and then you should go speak at were conference or

whatever the new drain that the new stuff. You don't wanna do before you go home. You knew

something you love as you inject your talents into your schedule you keep yourself above equilibrium in

you can tap the energy from callan deduced. Did you don't wanna have to do but you gotta do this. Part

of the job that works in career that works at home. That's why my wife gets up in the morning exercises

before she comes home in does laundry and other things and then she goes and meets a friend for lunch

and then takes some time to read. A book is because she's stinger energy in tapping our talents. It makes

me think of you know. There's there's so much in a leadership calling context. There's so much

administrative work that you can just get bogged down with right so by being proactive in starting with

something energize you maybe it is something more administrative right or maybe it's you know making

that visit in. Somebody's home. that really energizes. You is by starting now before you get into the little

meeting you know bishopric meeting or whatever it is that's going to increase the energy which will

make that boring thing more effective and that. They're the unnecessary evil more effective as the signs

talent. You can tap the talent. Do stuff that you otherwise. Don't wanna do but you have to. So let me

leave you with two things number one. I told you before about beggar by school students. Two hundred



students in this auditorium. We spend an hour identifying callans. Raise your hand. If you gotta talk

every hand went up keep your hand. Wb wanna share with the group. Every hand went down. I said did

you see that. Let's do that again. Raise your hands. Haven't every hand went up. I said keep it up of

shared. Every hand went down. I said why are you putting your hands down said because because i'm

afraid what if everybody laughs at me. What if they don't think that really is talent. What if i share it and

they say you're not good that at all. What if i feel judge wonderful. Good i think i am and so. They don't

raise their hand. They don't show their talent kurt. This is the biggest challenge. I seem church when it

comes to. Talent is if people have on but afraid to share them because it feels uncomfortable. Why

because it's in aids. I don't have to work at it. It's a natural thing. So maybe i'm not that good at it.

Everybody's telling me i'm good at. It is good. As i think. I am better not do it. If you wanna be great lead

with your talent you raise your hand when somebody asks and they say hey we need somebody to do

blank regions academic that they can take a risk in dive in and see if god does not help you. Magnify that

talent. The thing i leave is remote from guiding wallace wallet Wallace waddles baresi. You can do a

whole world is to make the most yourself that started ends us. Where restarted payroll and talent. The

best thing you do for mankind is development talented. Go use them to serve people. Use them for self

serving as use of dominica church kingdom of god in your career and your family a better place the

better thing. But that's the best thing we can do that. Adjust that The best thing you can do for your

ward. It's make the make the most of yourself you know. Because i could. There is this cultural aspect

anonymous. Just a mormon thing it's in all organizations but where you know you probably got. When

you were called the state presidency people cambridge residents. Can i offer my condolences out.

Nobody really wants to be the bishop and probably generally true but like step up there. You know and i

always tell people we should never never aspired calling but we should aspire to be on the list of options

right now.

00:55:06 - 01:00:04

It would break my heart if there was another. There was a leadership calling needed to be filled and my

name wasn't on the list. I don't need it. I don't feel bad if i don't have it but i think there's this this stigma

a cultural thing that we need to get over of just saying like you know if you need me. I'm there and i can

do it. And i'm i'm. I'm happy to serve everybody anytime anybody finds out. I've been a bishop. I say you

know if he ever get a chance. Say yes has. It's the best opportunity you can ever have in the church the

best calling right but we can't downplay these things like. Oh we was our responsibility right but step up.

And and Embiid that leader via leader calling as as the old adage goes as i say with every calling so

destiny. Give us some final encouragement. If there's any questions here. I gotta say that the anonymous

person who wrote in this. You can ask questions. Anonymous- anonymously through zoom on the

question. Cuny box but the one that said about ask question about you. Know her musical talents. She

said thank. I needed to hear that answer regarding practicing. I'm in tears. We'll cry appreciate. It may be

great town of mine. I'm super good at making people now intensive. But but i feel it what. She's feeling

because i felt that myself. And so i'm glad impact and that's an sorry my brain's going all over the place

but what a wonderful leadership role as a leader award really study. Give people permission to use their

talents. Right they sometimes in life. We just need permission from somebody say you know what that's

okay. What a beautiful thing. You have a musical town now. You have permission to fill self-serving

because in reality you're serving the world so that's two thoughts Party inspiration for one. Remember



the beginning where we said. The great paradox talent is. Everyone knows yours you because they're so

natural to you. Don't even know but everybody around you nuts. That means that your job as a leader

walking off this call. Today's go identify talent. When you see somebody that does something naturally.

Well you may even be thinking of that person right now. I urge you to get this colin. Shoot him attacks.

And say i just want. You didn't know that you're better at this than most people. I've ever met like you

really good. This isn't talent for you. You've got to tell you go and you tell them over and over and over

because they won't believe it so you have the charges a leader whether it's the youth of the primary

whether you're in the sunday school when you see talent you must identify for people because if you

don't nobody else will second every calling an opportunity to discover in magnify talent. I don't care

what it is. You call me to the nursery tomorrow. By the way. I love it and i guarantee i discover or develop

some talent there i might. You know people might initiate Gosh on award music director on ninety

musical talent s. Not why you were called. You can get in there and organize it. Range it get the right

people in the right order maybe you're good at moving. People motivating people every opportunity is

an opportunity. Every calling is an opportunity to develop the talent awesome. Well thank you. Dustin a

few comments here rapid people sending in says laura says so we need to have the natural attitude of

the primary children. Be superheroes Some andy says this is this is unprecedented essence. So get ready

for this. Andy says he commented in and said. This is the best webinar ever. Okay we have heard some

towns you. My friend are the new into webinar king. So but if people want to get in contact with you

follow you. Maybe they need some creek vice de visual then you can see it if not first of all joe free.

Reach out to me. Destined leadership dot com if you have questions about talent if their resources. I

talked about today. That i could send you. I'm happy to do so. The best website for talent increase dot

com. I run too. But that's the one where. I have a book that talks talent. I just about to launch a course in

february healthy benefit talents in their career than my have some overlap with lds leadership. But if you

want to get in touch with me that's the way to do so. I would welcome it. I all the time and try to do

whatever i can help. Identify their talents and happy. And again if you wanna do a deep dive about the

principles that dustin peterson talked about these sure to check out. His new book called talented

anyplace where he books or check out the link in the show notes for the book. And that concludes this

throwback episode of the leading saints podcast and remind you once again to text the word lead to four

seven four seven.

01:00:04 - 01:00:08

Four seven and subscribe to the leading saints weekly newsletter.


